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Abstract: Many learners who are not familiar with the accounting terms find blended learning very
complex to understand with respect to the computerized accounting system, the journal entries
process, and tracing the accounting transaction flows of accounting system. A simulation-based
model is a viable option to help instructors and learners make understanding the accounting system
components and monitoring the accounting transactions easier. This paper proposes a colored Petri
net (CPN)-based model for the instruction of an accounting system focused on the journal entries
processes, accounting modules, and accounting transaction flows. The CPN-based language and
the model checking tool named CPN are used to represent the accounting system components: a
chart of accounts, an account mapping profile, the journal and ledgers system, and the financial
report creations. We evaluated the designed CPN models by creating the simulation cases from
ground truth data of the retail department store system and the mortgage loan system, using the
decision-table-based testing technique. The results show that the designed CPN model and provided
simulation cases help the learners to animate, verify, trace back accounting transactions and data
flows, and increase the learner’s understanding.

Keywords: model-based simulation; model-based instruction; computerized accounting system;
formal model; colored petri net; ledger account

1. Introduction

Graphical representation and simulation are a viable method for instruction on com-
plex systems. In the computerized accounting system course and accounting information
system course, learners are required to know the fundamentals of an accounting system
about a chart of accounts, account mapping profile, accounting transaction flows, and
related financial reports. The core course objectives of the accounting system course are
that the learners will be able to identify the accounting modules correctly and should be
able to perform the journal entries and describe the financial reports precisely. The learners
try to understand the principles of accounting systems, especially in the accounting system
components, the general ledger accounts, and the journal entries process. They learn these
topics in lecture classes and test the journal entries by using the computerized accounting
system. However, some accounting processes in the computerized accounting system are
transparent. The heterogeneous financial transactions and many accounting processes are
performed automatically, and it is difficult to trace the financial transactions elaborately
even if the learners have computing and accounting skills. They can consolidate the process
outcomes from the financial reports only.

Model-based instruction can be applied to increase the learner understanding because
the model represents the accounting components in graphical representation. It can also
simulate accounting system behaviors flows and objects containing a collection of the
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accounting data values and accounting events occurring in the accounting system. In com-
puter science courses, there are many designing tools that support the model design and
simultaneously checks the correctness of the design model. We observed that CPN-based
modeling tools [1–4] can be applied for modeling and simulating the accounting system.
A simulation mode and verification mode of the CPN-based modeling tools have been
widely used in concurrent and distributed software and hardware verification. Therefore,
we propose a CPN-based model for portraying the accounting system components and for
simulating journal entry situation cases with the classification tree method [5]. The learners
can use the provided CPN model to studying the accounting components, journal entries,
and accounting transaction flows at their own pace, and they also refine the model and
model configuration as well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature
review. Section 3 describes the background regarding computer-aided instruction, account-
ing system, and colored Petri net. Section 4 discusses the CPN model creation, and Section
5 illustrates the CPN model’s validation and evaluation. Section 6 is the study’s conclusion.

2. Literature Reviews

Petri-net-based techniques have been used in computer science to validate a concurrent
system. There is no research that directly provides a Petri-net-based technique for an
instruction of the accounting system. This section briefly describes the accounting software,
and the researches that proposes the Petri-net-based techniques in computer science and
business process domain.

The work of [6] provides the model-checking approach for verifying the correctness
of accounting transactions interfaces. They verified the accounting system by automating
the specifications of the transaction pool and ledger system into a CPN model. The CPN
model is automated from the BPMN models, and they are arranged in a hierarchical
structure. The authors manually created the sub-nets of a chart of accounts and account
mapping profile. The CPN model represents the accounting transaction pool that collects
the journal entry data, but the journal entry process and accounting code mapping are not
described. Moreover, the process of ledger posting and financial report creation are not
considered. The proposed CPN model is inappropriate for accounting system instruction
because its structure is designed for the purpose of checking the information integration
and accounting information interfaces.

Rosemary et al. [7] provided Petri-net-based model verification for simulating and
analyzing an accounting system. The authors concentrated on a set of requirements of a
complex AIS using a Petri net model. However, the Petri net model used in this work is
very simple. The proposed model is appropriate for studying the simple internal control
flows. This is a result of limitation of classical Petri nets because the classical Petri net does
not provide the programming language for a data object declaration, data manipulation
and constraints expression. The authors should design the model using CPN or a higher
Petri net, because a higher Petri net provides many features for designing and analysing
the model constraints [8] such as the control gateways, data flows, and data constraints.

The work of [9] illustrates the transformation of the decision table into a CPN construct
called the D-Net. The authors provided a D-net model arranged in both a flat structure
and hierarchical structure. The authors demonstrated the transformation techniques of
the simple decision table and generalized decision table. However, the decision rules for
transforming the decision table into the CPN transitions are incontrovertible, for which
the number of the CPN transitions depends on the number of the decision rules, and the
conditions of such a transformation rule are directly embedded into the CPN transition.
This technique is difficult to revise the CPN model when the decision table changes because
it produces many CPN transitions. This problem should be redesigned by transforming the
decision table into a CPN function instead. The work of [10] provides the transformation
rules of a decision table onto a CPN function, in which the conditional expressions are
automated from the decision table and stored in XML format. The conditions are mapped
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into a CPN function. This technique does not require an adjustment of the inscription
on a CPN transition. The modelers merely modify the CPN function when the decision
table changes. Nevertheless, the authors should apply the advantages of an enumerated
color set and a production color set of CPN tools to reducing the number of If-Then-Else
statements in the CPN function.

Yohannes et al. [11] implemented a simple accounting information system and tested
their system with a case study. The authors demonstrated the system’s infrastructure and
the application software used; the proposed system records the accounting transactions
in the Excel files, but the system only supports simple accounting cases. The work of [12]
surveys the problems of an accounting information integration from the user perspective.
The results of this survey list the ways and priorities to resolve or response to the integration
problems in the accounting system design.

To evaluate the accounting system, the work of [13] illustrates the experiments and
results of the user satisfaction measurement of an accounting framework. The question-
naires are used for gathering information from students who have used the accounting
framework. The evaluated framework has been implemented using Delone and McLean.
The variables, dictators, and hypothesis model used for measuring the qualities of the
framework are detailed, and the research variables and indicators of this work are used for
evaluating the learner satisfaction of our model.

In our CPN model creation process, a chart of accounts must be expressed in the CPN
ML programming language [2]. The chart of accounts is implemented with a CPN variables
declaration and a CPN function. We applied the transformation techniques of [9,10] to
create the chart of accounts stored in an arrayList variable and created the CPN function in
terms of a decision table for mapping and validating the account codes. We enhanced the
decision table of [9] as a CPN function, and it supports the requirement changes on a chart
of accounts and on an account mapping profile. The work of [11] is used as additional
information for the learners, describing the coordination of accounting business processes,
accounting information integration, and historical financial data [14].

3. Background
3.1. Computer-Aided Instruction and Accounting Information Systems

Computer-aided instruction or computer-assisted instruction (CAI) [15] is an interac-
tive instructional multimedia for increasing a learner’s understanding and allowing the
learners to proceed at their own pace. CAI is used in various disciplines and is accord-
ingly designed with respect to the objectives and resources of a course. It record-keeps,
progresses tracking, and assesses the learner performance. The CAI program comprises
the representations of course contents and their extension, including drilling, practicing,
and simulating tutorials and activities. Multimedia of the CAI program can be applied in
studying the fundamental accounting and develops accounting skills in problem solving.

An accounting system is the system that manages the organization’s financial infor-
mation. This paper focuses on the computerized accounting system or the accounting
information system (AIS) [16]. The cycle of the accounting system is shown in Figure 1. The
accounting process starts at the journal entry module, which is an accounting treatment
operated accordingly to the principle of double-entry accounting [17]. A chart of accounts
[16] is a list of financial accounts that is set up for mapping the raw financial data or
business transaction into the accounting transactions. A ledger contains a list of accounting
transactions derived from the journal entries. A ledger posting is a transforming process the
Debit and Credit amounts in the journals into the corresponding ledger account. Next, the
accountants may adjust the account at the end of account period, and the financial report
creation and the book closing or ledger closing are performed, respectively. Essentially, AIS
provides the seven core modules as follows:

1. Point of sale module (POS module): this represents the place where the raw finan-
cial transactions takes place. The financial transactions may be posted by hand or
automated by an integrated POS module. In the integrated POS module, the account
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mapping profile is used to map the raw financial transactions into the accounting
transactions.

2. Chart of account module or COA: A chart of accounts is manipulated at the COA
module, on which the accounts in the list are classified into five series: assets, liabilities,
equity, revenue, and expenses.

3. Accounts receivable module: accounts receivable handles the invoicing and manages
the customer payments.

4. Accounts payable module: accounts payable handles the recording and tracking of
the money owned by a business.

5. General ledger module: the general ledger module is responsible for consolidating the
accounting information from the point of sale module, accounts receivable module,
and accounts payable module. Financial reports are computed from the accounting
transactions stored in the general ledger module, and these transactions may be used
for auditing purposes.

6. Trial balance module: the trial balance module shows a listing of accounts that come
along with the net balance of each account. It is useful for an internal checking
because a trial balance can disclose the net balance both before adjustment and after
adjustment, and it comprises the primary data for creating the balance sheet, income
statement and cash flow report.

7. Balance sheet module: this details a list of the organization assets, liabilities, and
equity. It also be used to create and estimate the clash flow budget.

Although there are educational software licenses of accounting system for students,
the tracing of accounting transaction flows and the checking of transformations of raw
financial data into the accounting transaction can be consolidated and verified by data
inspection on the finalized financial reports only. It is better for the learners to be able
to interact with the accounting system simulation step-by-step, and arbitrarily trace and
monitor the transaction flows and the data objects in each accounting situation.

Figure 1. The cycle of accounting system.

3.2. Colored Petri Net

Colored Petri net [2] or CPN is a mathematical modeling language for model checking [18].
It has been used for modeling and verifying the concurrent and distributed systems in
various disciplines such as computer science, biology, and chemistry. CPN is combination
of the discrete event dynamic system of classical Petri net and programming language,
providing useful properties to allow the distinction between tokens. The core elements of a
CPN model and PT model are alike. A place is an elliptical circle used for representation of
a system state. A transition is a rectangle that represents an action or event of a system. An
arc connects between a place and transition to show the direction of process flows. The
state change is represented by the token’s movement from a place to another place(s) by
using the arc(s) crossing the transition. This action is called “transition firing”. In the CPN
modeling tool, a color set and variable declaration including an inscription expression
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must conform to the syntax and lexicon of the back-end programming language of the
modeling tool used.

Figure 2a shows the core CPN elements, and Figure 2b shows an example of the CPN
model of the simple protocol that represents six data packages that are transmitted from
the sender to the receiver through the network protocol. The transition “Send Packet” is
enabled and it will fire one by one token to the place “A” , these events represent that
the sender sends a message through the network protocol. Next, the transition “Transmit
Packet” will fire a token to the place “B”, demonstrating the message transmission to
the receiver by the network protocol. Last, the transition “Receive Packet” consumes a
token from the place “B” and fires two tokens to the place “Packets Received” and “C”,
displaying that the receiver gets the message. The receiver will acknowledge the sender via
the network protocol with the transition firing of the transition “Transmit Act”. However,
this CPN model does not consider the message ordering, re-transmitting, and lost message.

Figure 2. (a) Core elements of CPN. (b) Example of CPN model of a simple protocol .

CPN modeling tools usually provide a simulation mode and verification mode. The
simulation mode works under a particular scenario, whereas the verification mode works
on all possible states. To analyze a state space in verification mode, the state space generator
and temporal logic [19] are provided. However, the state space explosion problem [20]
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remains a drawback of verification mode if the CPN model has behaviors that are large in
size or complex.

There are many works [21–25], not only in computer science, that use Petri nets for
describing and simulating a system’s biology and chemical reactions. It allows scientists
to design and analyze the biological system network, acid cycle, metabolic pathway, and
system behaviors. However, a classical Petri net cannot describe the low-level system
behaviors. Thus, height-level Petri nets such as colored qualitative Petri net (QPNC),
colored stochastic Petri net (SPNC), and colored continuous Petri net have recently applied
to model and analyze biological systems.

4. Designing the Accounting System Using Colored Petri Net

This section details the CPN design model for instruction of the computerized account-
ing system. Our reason for choosing CPN is that the CPN’s graphical representation allows
us to show the data objects and data flows in an accounting system. It enables learners to
trace back the data objects and system executions step-by-step. CPN tools also provide the
analyzing perspective in both simulation mode and verification mode. We designed the
CPN accounting system model according to the seven mentioned learning modules that
are detailed in Section 3.1. Figure 3 shows the accounting modules and data flows of the
CPN accounting model. We determined the contributions of the CPN accounting system
for the following purposes.

1. To demonstrate the accounting system, accounting components and accounting mod-
ules in terms of the graphical model advocating the instruction of computerized
accounting system;

2. To simulate the accounting behaviors and to verify the correctness of the accounting
transaction flows.

Figure 3. Accounting modules and flows of CPN model.

4.1. Formal Definitions of CPN Model and Accounting System

We defined the formal definitions of CPN models and accounting systems to describe
their elements and to illustrate the relations and constraints between the CPN model and
the accounting system model as follows.

Definition 1 (CPN model [2]). A CPN model is a tuple CPN = (P, T, A, Σ, V, fs, fg, fe, fi) where:

P is a set of places representing a state of system.
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T is a set of transitions representing an action of system, P ∩ T = ∅ .
A is a set of arcs connecting between the place and transition, A ⊆ ((P x T) ∪ (T x P)).
Σ is finite set of color sets or data types.
V is a finite set of colored variables, Type(v) ∈ Σ, for all variables v ∈ V.
fs is a function used to assign a color set to each place, fs: P→ Σ.
fg is a guard-labeling function assigning a guard condition to a transition t ∈ T, fg: T→ conditional
expression and Type(fg(t)) = Boolean expression.
fe is a function used to assign an arc expression for an arc a ∈ A, fe: A → arc expression and
Type(fe(a)) = fs(p) where p is the target place of arc a. It indicates that the color set of the target
place must conform to the output data type of the arc expression. The arc expression may be a list of
variables including the conditional expression that come along with a list of variables.
fi is an initialization function used to assign a marking to each place, fi:
P→ initial expression, Type(fi(p)) = fs(p) for all the places p ∈ P. It indicates that the data type of
the initial marking in a place must be conformed to the place’s color.

Definition 2 (Accounting system). An accounting system is a tuple AC = (Ca, Aa, Ac, Bb, Jn,
Jr, Ld, fAp, Lr, fMax, SumTotB) where:

Ca is a set of core account types. For cai ∈ Ca, cai= (Name, Prefix, Type), where cai.Name indicates
the core account name of cai described as a string expression. cai.Prefix indicates the account code
prefix of cai. cai.Type indicates the account type of cai. There are five core account types: Asset,
Liability, Equity, Revenue, and Expense.
Aa is a set of accounts. For aai ∈ Aa, aai= (Name, Code), where aai.Name indicates the account
name of aai, and aai.Code indicates the account code of aai described as a string expression, and the
length of the account code depends on a system configuration.
Ac is a chart of accounts, which is a list of accounts where (Ac ⊆ Aa).
Bb is a set of beginning balances. For bbi ∈ Bb, bbi= (Code, Bal, Year), where bbi.Code indicates the
account code of bbi, which can be referred to the account code aai ∈ Aa as well. bbi.Bal means the
total balance of bbi at the specific account period (month), and bbi.Year is the year of an account
period.
Jn is a set of journals. For jni ∈ Jn, jni= (Date, Src, Vouc), where jni.Date is the date of journal.
jni.Src determines the data source of the financial transaction used for generating the accounting
transactions, and jni.Vouc indicates the voucher number of journal.
Jr is a set of accounting transactions in the journal. For jri ∈ Jr,
jri= (Seq, Acc, RefTrx, TType, Amt), where jri.Seq is an ordering number of jri. jri.Acc indicates the
account code. jri.RefTrx indicates the reference number of the financial transaction of jri, whereas
jri.TType and jri.Amt indicate the T-account entry type (Dr or Cr) and the T-account amount,
respectively.
Ld is a set of ledgers, Ld ⊆ Aa. For ldi ∈ Ld, ldi= (Name, Code), where ldi.Name is the name of the
ledger. ldi.Code is the account code that refers to the account code declared in the chart of accounts
(ldi.Code=aai.Code).
fAp is a mapping function used to indicate the core account type, fAp: Aa→ ca, or fAp: Ld→ ca.
Lr is a set of accounting transactions in the ledger, for lri ∈ Lr, lri= (ID, Date, Type, TotalBl), where
lri.ID is an ordering number of lri; lri.Date indicates the transaction date of lri. lri.Type is the
ledger transaction type composing the Beginning and Accumulating; and lri.TotalBl indicates the
net balance of lri .
fLd is a mapping function used to indicate the ledger of the accounting transaction, fLd: Lr→ Ld.
fMax is a function used to retrieve the last number of the accounting transaction in the ledger. fMax:
Lr→ N.
fList is a binding function used to retrieve the last accounting transactions of all ledgers under
a specific core account type, fList:Ca → a list of accounts, where lri ∈ Lr comes from the last
transaction in each ledger.
fSumTB is a function used to summarize the total balance of all ledgers, grouped by a specific core
account type, fSumTB:Ca→ ∑n

i=1 ≡ f List(Ca).TotalBli.
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4.2. Modules of CPN Accounting System

As the accounting modules and data flows shown in Figure 3, the modules of CPN
accounting model are designed by using the CPN tools as the seven CPN modules or CPN
constructs as follows.

1. Configuration module
2. Journal entries module
3. Ledger account module
4. Lost/Profit module
5. Trial balance module
6. Balance sheet module
7. Integrated module (all the above modules are integrated to form an integrated module,

and it is arranged in hierarchical structure.)

The lost/profit module, trial balance module and balance sheet module are in the
“Create financial reports” part shown in Figure 3. The process of a book closing and balance
sheet posting is an updating and flags the account status to be “closed”; thus it is designed
as a CPN function. As the mentioned modules, we designed the features of the CPN
constructs follows:

1. All the modules can be simulated and verified by using the simulation palate of the
CPN tools for checking and tracing the CPN model execution.

2. Provide the journal entry scenarios or case studies of the two business domains—a
retail system and mortgage loan system—that come along with the accounting case
studies for simulating the journal entries. The journal entry scenarios are defined in
terms of a set of the token colors. The learners can take them to initiate and simulate
to see the accounting system behaviors.

3. The learners can use the provided CPN function to collect all the model execution
events occurring during a simulation or verification and can export the execution
events as a log file if they need.

The details of each module are described in the Sections 4.2.1–4.2.6. The CPN con-
structs are designed by using a bottom-up approach, and we demonstrated how the CPN
model helps the learners and constructors in the accounting system classes. Each CPN
module comes along with an activity diagram presenting the process flows and data flows,
and the learner can compare the task sequence and data flows in the activity diagram
with those of the CPN construct as well. The CPN construct of each module is designed
and tested individually; next, all the designed CPN modules are integrated accordingly
to the accounting system topology in a topmost perspective. The integrated CPN model
is used to test the transaction flows occurring at the general ledger posting state until the
creation of the financial reports. Figure 4 shows the topmost CPN model arranged in a
hierarchical structure.

4.2.1. Configuration Module

We mimicked the configuration of accounting system to be a set of the CPN inscrip-
tions named the Config-Net. The learners can modify the accounting configuration and
simulate the CPN model based on the configured parameters. The Config-Net is used
to determine:

1. The CPN model parameters (Param-Net) that comprise the configuration of the
account period, running number of voucher, validating policies, and the beginning
balances of ledger (Begin-Net).

2. A chart of accounts (Chart-Net).
3. An account mapping profile (Map-Net).

The color sets used in the CPN model are mapped from the primitive data types
determined in the system specification (data dictionary) of a real accounting system,
including the data structure of token color and a production color set is derived from a
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list of attributes in the data dictionary. Figure 5 shows the model inscriptions and the
CPN pallet used for simulating the CPN model. For instance, the declaration of a color
set “DATA” in Figure 5a is a primitive data type of “String” that is mapped from Varchar
(50) in the data dictionary. Figure 5c is the Param-Net that is the global variables used for
the configuration of an account year, account month, and account period. The Chart-Net
and Begin-Net are declared as a string arrayLists data type. The Map-Net is implemented
as a CPN function that acts as a decision tree for an account code mapping. The learners
can customize these CPN inscriptions arbitrarily. The CPN variables and CPN functions,
including all CPN inscriptions in these configurations are used in the process of the journal
entries, ledger posting, and financial report.

Figure 4. Topmost hierarchical CPN model: the double-line transitions are the substitute transitions
representing the accounting modules. The green dot on a place is the number of tokens and the green
box is the color set. For example, place “Calculated Balance” “(1) 1’ [0.00,0.00]” is that there is one
token on it, and both Credit and Debit balance start with 0.00.

4.2.2. Journal Entries Module

The CPN construct of the journal entry module is designed based on the two entry
channels: (1) the manual entry and (2) the automatic entry that receives financial data
from the point of sale module. The manual entry part supports the simulation of the
accounting transactions derived from a consideration and endorsement by the accountants,
whereas the automatic entry part represents the processing of accounting transactions sent
from the point of sale module to GL module. Figure 6 shows the CPN construct of the
journal entries.
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Figure 5. Inscriptions of the CPN model: (a) Excerpt Color sets, variables and functions of the model, (b) Simulation pallet,
(c) Accounting parameters, (d) CPN inscriptions that are implemented as a function for closing the book and exporting the
simulation log. The chart of account is declared as a string ArrayList data type and the account mapping profile is declared
as the CPN functions in a part of (a).

Simulating the Manual Journal Entry

Considered the CPN construct in Figure 6a, the place “S2” is the place for determining
the accounting input data with the date, the amount of the debit and credit. The marking
of the manual journal entry differs from that of the automatic journal entry, and the
marking in the place “S2” must be conform to the accounting data format of a general
ledger database. The transition “ManuallyKeyIn” represents the scenario in which the
accountants manually classify the raw transactions, mapping the raw transaction into the
accounting transactions, and filling the derived accounting transactions into the journal.
After the transition, “ManuallyKeyIn” consumes the token, the transition fires the tokens
into the place “S3”. We implemented the CPN function to capture and collect the actions
and data flows as a simulation log. The learners can use it to trace the accounting process if
they need to know what happen during a simulation or verification. Figure 6b illustrates
the excerpt simulation log of the manual journal entry.

Simulating the Automatic Journal Entry

Considered the CPN model in Figure 6a, the learners can simulate the automatic
journal entry by determining the token color in place “S0”. In actual, this place connects to
the output place of the POS module. The determined token color in this place represents the
raw data that are received from the POS module. In the simulation process, the transition
“AutomateByPOS_System” consumes the tokens in place “S0”. The tokens will pass the
arc inscription with the CPN function named “POSSim”. The token colors are passed by a
list of the variables: barcode, amount, price, and discount. Next, the tokens containing the
output data will pass the transition “MapTransToJournal” and call the function “AccMap”
in order to map the raw data into the accounting transactions. These processes are the
activities sequence and data flows of a journal entry process that the learners should
be comprehended.

For instance,the initial marking in the place “S0” with “1‘(”S”,“8855110000123”, 1, 5.00,
[250.00], [“CASH”])” is determined to simulate the scenario in which the cashier records
the normal sale transaction with the product code “8855110000123”, sold 1 item. The
product price is 255 USD, and the cashier gives a 5 USD discount. The cashier receives
the cash 250 USD. (Actually, the cashier may receive more than one payment type; thus,
the payment types and the received amounts are recorded in an Arraylist[] data type.) The
transition “AutomateByPOS_System” consumes and fires the token into place “S1” by
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using the CPN function “POSSim”. Next, the transition “MapTransToLedger” consumes
the token in place “S1” one by one. The transition “MapTransToLedger” also produces
the tokens into the place “S3” by using the function “AccMap” on the output arc. These
simulation steps are provided for the learners to animate the processes regarding the
transformation mapping of raw data into the accounting transactions. The learners can
check a type of the financial transaction determined in the state “S1” (where a system code
PP: product price, PC: product cost, DC: discount, CH: cash). In the case of the learners
giving an incorrect input sequence or mismatched data type, the model will prompt an
error message.

Figure 6. (a) The CPN constructs of the journal entries. (b) Excerpt log of journal entry.
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To demonstrate the validation process of accounting transaction system, the account-
ing transactions that come from the manual journal entry and automatic journal entry will
be re-checked by the transition “CheckAccCode” to verify whether the account code of
each transaction is valid or not. If the account code exists in a chart of accounts, the token
will appear in the place “Valid”. In contrast, the mismatched account code will be removed,
and the token will appear in place “Invalid AccCode”. In the case of a valid transaction, the
transition “complete the journal” consumes the valid accounting transaction. The transition
consumes the tokens accordingly to the sequence number (running number). Next, the net
balance calculation and the voucher number determination are performed. The net balance
is calculated, and the accounting transactions are flagged to be “completed” simultane-
ously. In the place “completed journal”, the accounting transactions in each voucher can be
posted into the ledgers if and only if the net balance of voucher is equal. The net balance
checking function (CalculateBal on the output arc of transition “complete the journal”) is
implemented for checking the total balance of Dr and Cr of each voucher. The learners can
disable the net balance checking function by changing the configuration parameter named
“CheckBalance” in the Config-Net to be “0” (see Figure 5c). The formula used for checking
the equivalence of the net balance of each voucher is expressed as Equation (1).

δi =
n

∑
j=1

Drj −
n

∑
k=1

Crk (1)

The different values of Dr and Cr of each voucher i is δi, calculated where the i is a
voucher or an invoice in which all the accounting transactions j mapped by considering
the account code and the Dr or Cr . If the | δi | is 0, the values of Dr and Cr of the voucher i
is balance, while another case is unbalance.

4.2.3. Ledger Posting Module

The ledger posting is a process in which the learners gradually record the accounting
transactions classified in the journals into the ledgers. In a back-end process of CPN model,
the system posts the accounting data into the corresponding ledger relying on the account
code of each accounting transaction. This process is performed after the learners click on
the transition “Post Ledger” while the place “Completed Journal” occupies more than
one marking. The system records data into the ledger and makes the reference number
be between the journal and ledger. Actually, the account type and corresponding account
code are assigned for every transaction in the journal already. Thus, the ledger posting can
be proceeded in a few minutes. We design the ledger posting process as the CPN construct
shown in Figure 7.

The transition “Post Ledger” consumes the tokens in the place “completed journal” if
and only if the net balances of voucher is equal. The accounting transactions will be posted
into the ledgers, ordered by the voucher number and the sequence number of accounting
transaction. Since a core account has more than one sub account code and ledger, we design
the structure of the ledgers classified according to the five core account types. For instance,
the place Asset contains the ledgers under the sub-account Asset(they are determined by
the account code prefix “1”). The sequence number 0 and reference code “BB” identifies
the beginning balance of ledger, which the net balance comes from the Begin-net. Another
is the accounting transactions that come from the ledger postings. the sequence number 1
is the ledger that the net balance comes from the historical accounting transactions. The
accounting transactions posted are collected in the place “posted ledger”.
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Figure 7. The CPN construct of the ledger posting.

4.2.4. Lost/Profit Module

There are three core financial statements for checking the net balances of Dr and Cr
and generating the financial reports of the organization. The function fList() and fSumTB()
are used to create the financial statements. The CPN constructs of the financial reports
creation are shown in Figures 8–11. The details of each financial report are described as
follows:

(1) The profit–loss report: it is a primary report of accounting system, showing the
total income and total expenses over a specific account period. The profit–loss report is
calculated by introducing the parameters into Equation (2).

PLr =
n

∑
i=1

Revi −
n

∑
j=1

Expj (2)

PL is the profit or loss report, and r is the account period. The Revi is the total balance
of the ledger i under the core account Revenue. Furthermore, the Expj is the total balance of
the ledger under the core account Expense. In the case of a detailed report showing a list of
accounts, the list of accounts under the core account Revenue and Expense are retrieved by
using the function fList() declared in the Definition 2. Figure 8 shows the CPN construct of
the profit or loss report.
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Figure 8. The CPN construct of the profit-loss report.

Figure 9. The CPN construct of the before-closing trial balance report.
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4.2.5. Trial Balance Module

The reports are for internal use to check the bookkeeping. The trial balance report can
be made at before or after the account closing. For the before-closing trial balance report, the
summation of the net balances of the account Asset and Expense must eventually be equal
to that of the account Liability, Equity, and Revenue. Furthermore, the part of the account
Equity does not include the profit or loss of current account period. The post-closing trial
balance report is calculated based on the same formula but the retained earnings on the
account Equity include the profit or loss of current account period already. The equations
of the trial balance reports are typically written as Equations (3)–(7). The CPN constructs
of the before-closing trial balance and post-closing trial balance reports are illustrated in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively.

Figure 10. The CPN construct of the post-closing trial balance report.

There are two parts of the net balances, which Dr and Cr are grouped by the nature
of account. The Dr is the summation of the net balances of the ledgers under the core
account Asset and Expense. While, the Cr is the summation of the net balances of the
ledgers under the core account Liability, Equity, and Revenue. In the case of the post-trial
balance report, the Cr’ is calculated based on the equities that include the profit–loss PLr al-
ready. TBb is the before-closing trial balance and TBp is the post-closing trial balance report.

Dr =
n

∑
i=1

Assti +
n

∑
j=1

Expj (3)
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Cr =
n

∑
k=1

Liak +
n

∑
l=1

Equl +
n

∑
m=1

Revm (4)

Cr’ =
n

∑
k=1

Liak + PLr (5)

TBb = Dr∪ Cr (6)

TBp = Dr∪ Cr’ (7)

4.2.6. The Balance Sheet Report

The balance sheet report presents the organization’s assets, liabilities, and equities.
The net balances are calculated by using the parameters in Equations (8)–(10). The balance
sheet report TBb contains the net balances of the account Asset and the summation of the
liabilities including the shareholders’ equities. If the accounting transactions are journalized
and posted correctly, the net balances of Asset and LiaEqu will be equal. Figure 11 shows
the CPN construct of the balance sheet report.

Asset =
n

∑
i=1

Assti (8)

LiaEqu =
n

∑
i=1

Liai +
n

∑
j=1

Equj (9)

TBb = Asset∪ LiaEqu (10)

Figure 11. The CPN construct of the balance sheet report.
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5. Evaluation the CPN Accounting System Model

To analyze the proposed CPN constructs and to provide the case studies for the
learners, each module is tested using the simulation mode. All the CPN constructs are
integrated to be a whole accounting system model. The integrated CPN construct can be
represented in a flat and hierarchical structure. The flat model is sophisticated because
of the model is huge in size and includes complex events. The hierarchical CPN model
is compact, reducing the model complexities and hiding some information. The topmost
CPN model of the accounting system is shown in Figure 4. This model is arranged in a
hierarchical structure in which the CPN constructs are determined as the CPN substitute
transitions. It is an integration of the CPN constructs and inscriptions obtained from the
Sections 4.2.1–4.2.6.

We evaluated the proposed CPN model by validating the accounting processes based
on the ground truth data of the retail department store (POS) and the mortgage loan system
(LOAN). The CPN model is customized by re-configuring the Config-Net, based on the the
ground-truth data of each system. We validated the model in both the simulation mode
and verification mode. The number of the accounts, transaction types, and test cases used
are described in Table 1. The test cases are also provided in terms of the CPN markings,
which the learner can choose to simulate arbitrarily. The generation of test cases and the
initial markings determination are an application of the decision-table-based testing [26]
to represent the possible cases of journal entries. We generate forty-nine makings or test
cases, calculated from the seven conditions of the accounting transaction types (A0–A6),
the two conditions of the net balance (P0, P1), the two conditions of the account matching
status (C0, C1), and the two conditions of the journal holding (H0, H1). The forty-nine
cases are derived from a production (7 × 2 × 2 × 2), from which 7 cases are deducted (the
duplicating cases). Table 2 shows the equivalence classes used for generating the test cases
and initial markings. The excerpt of the decision table of the POS system is in Table 3.

Table 1. The number of the account codes, transaction types, and test cases used in our experiments.

Accounting properties and test cases POS LOAN

Account codes and ledgers 57 77
Transaction types: (Auto entries) 6 7

Test cases: (Auto entries) 49 57
Transaction types: (Manual entries) 5 8

Test cases: (Manual entries) 41 65

Table 2. The equivalence classes used to guide the learners to create the simulating cases.

Conditions Types

A0 = bType : XX Invalid
A1 = bType : NS (Normal sale) Valid
A2 = bType : DS (Deposit sale) Valid
A3 = bType : VS (Voided sale) Valid

A4 = bType : VD (Voided deposit sale) Valid
A5 = bType : RS (Returned sale) Valid

A6 = bType : RD (Returned deposit sale) Valid
P0 = Dr 6= Cr Valid
P1 = Dr=Cr Valid

C0 = Matched code Invalid
C1= Mismatched code Valid
H0= Holding journal Valid

H1= Unholding journal Valid
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Table 3. The excerpt of the decision table used to create the test cases of POS system.

Condition Cases
1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ... 49

Business transaction type A0 A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 ... A6
The net balance of Dr and Cr of a voucher P0-P1 P0 P0 P0 P0 P1 P1 P1 ... P1
Account code matching C0-C1 C0 C0 C1 C1 C0 C0 C1 ... C1
Journal holding H0-H1 H0 H1 H0 H1 H0 H1 H0 ... H1
Rule Count 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... 1

Action or State(CPN Place )
Generate financial transactions (“S1”) x x x x x x x ... x
Invalid account code (“Invalid AccCode”) x x x ... x
Valid account code (“Valid”) x x x x
Dr = Cr (“Calculated Balance”) x x x ... x
Dr 6= Cr (“Calculated Balance”) x x x x
Unbalance (“UnbalanceDrCr”) x x x x
Held journal (“Hold Vouchers”) x x x x
Completed journal x x
Post the ledgers x x
Posted ledger x x
The function “POSSIM” throws an error message x

The examples of the markings and the test scenarios of model simulation are as
follows:

Marking No. 1: (refer to case no. 1 in Table 3).
“1‘(“XX”,“8855110000123”, 1, 5.00, [250.00], [“CASH”])“, this marking simulates the scenario
in which the account type of the financial transaction is invalid. It is determined by “XX”,
where the bType “XX” does not exist in the Chart-Net. The expected result of this case is
that the function POSSIM must show an error message.

Marking No. 2: (refer to case no. 9 in Table 3).
“1‘(“NS”,“8855110000123”, 1, 5.00, [250.00], [“CASH”])”, this marking is to simulate the
scenario in which the CPN model can automate the valid accounting transactions but the
net balance of Dr and Cr is unbalanced. Faults of the incorrect account code mapping must
be fed into the Map-Net before a simulation. In a simulation stage, the model produces a
set of the accounting transactions conforming to the account mapping profile but the net
balance is unequal. This simulation will reach the state “UnbalanceDrCr” and possible to
reach state “Held Voucher” .

As the information in Table 1, we simulated the CPN model with 90 markings or
test cases (49 + 41) for the POS system and with 122 markings (57 + 65) for the LOAN
system. The model simulates the accounting transaction flows from the journal entry stage
until the financial report stage. We also validate the CPN model by using the verification
mode to find deadlock and live-lock, based on the the ground truth data and Config-Net
of the POS system. Due to the huge size of the CPN model, the state space generation is
time consuming for the verification mode. The state space graph contains 9,781,269 nodes
and 8,563,775 edges, and its generation process is the time-consuming. Therefore, the
verification mode is suitable for verifying the CPN module or the sub-process individually.
Furthermore, it should be used together with the partial verification techniques in order to
reduce the time consumption and avoid the state space explosion problem. The verification
mode is suitable for learners who have experiences in model checking.

The results of the experiments of both the simulation mode and verification mode
show that the CPN model can represent the accounting transaction flows from the journal
entries stage until the financial-report-generation stage correctly and consistently. The
CPN tools can simulate all possible cases of journal entries; it can also identify the faults
and deadlocks in the CPN model when the learners determine incorrect markings. The
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CPN model has been used in the accounting system classes for the two learner groups:
bachelor degree in accountancy and bachelor degree in computer information system for
30 and 60 persons, respectively. We received a satisfactory report that the learners in a
major of computer information system were satisfied, while the learners in the accountancy
major were moderately satisfied. They gave as the reasons that the model enlarges the
better accounting term, but the user interface of the CPN tools quite is difficult to use
for practising. This indicates that the proposed CPN model advocates the educational
perspective for who are studying in the accounting system, journal entries, and accounting
transaction flows. However, it should be enhanced regarding the user interface in the
future.

Table 4 shows the comparison of related works and our framework, which the capa-
bilities of each framework are separated into three parts: model, accounting feature and
formal verification. The framework of Poolsawasdi and Dechsupa [6] is CPN-based model
automated from the BPMN models. Although the CPN model is created by using CPN
tools that support model simulation and parameterization, the authors did not consider the
execution log exporting and accounting parameter configuring. The accounting behaviors
simulation partially supports the ledger system and account mapping profile because the
model is designed for checking the correctness properties in low-level design. While our
approach extends the capabilities of the accounting behaviors simulation, execution log
exporting, including accounting parameters configuring that is an important feature for the
accounting system instruction. The framework of Kim et al. [7]. is created by using classical
Petri net language relied on the business process models and user requirements, designed
for the capacity and performance checking. This work does not encourage the accounting
behaviors simulation and qualitative verification but it contribute to the performance
analysis of accounting workflow in hight-level design.

As the two contributions mentioned in Section 4, we sum up our approaches as follows.

1. To demonstrate the accounting system that advocates the instruction of the accounting
system and journal entries, we provided the CPN accounting system model that
supports the simulation mode and verification mode. The obtained CPN model
represents the accounting transaction flows likely to occur in an actual accounting
system. It comes along with 232 cases of the journal entries for the retail system and
loan system.

2. To simulate and verify the correctness of the accounting transaction flows, we provided
the CPN modules that come along with the CPN function that allows the learners to
trace the model’s execution as a system log. Furthermore, the learners can configure a
chart of accounts, account mapping profile, and the beginning balance, including the
simulation of journal entries by using the simulation palate of CPN tools.

Table 4. Comparison of contributions in related works and our work.

Poolsawasdi and Dechsupa [6] Kim et al. [7] Our Approach

Model
Language CPN PT CPN
Creation Automate form BPMN model Manual Manual

Simulation Partial Yes Yes
Execution log No No Yes

Accounting features
Parameterization No No Yes

Ledger system Partial No Yes
Journal entry No No Yes

Account mapping profile Partial No Yes
financial report No No Yes

Formal verification
Level of abstraction Low Hight Low

Properties Correctness Capacity and performance checking Correctness
Appropriate for instruction No No Yes
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

The instruction of a computerized accounting system and general-ledger accounts
posting is a part of the accounting information system. We proposed the application
of a CPN-based model for learners to show the accounting system components and to
simulate journal entries. The CPN model is composed of seven modules: configuration
module, general ledger module, trial balance module, balance sheet module, and integrated
module. All the CPN constructs of the accounting system modules correspond to a real
accounting system, which has a configuring module of a chart of account and an account
mapping profile. Learners can use the generated test cases to simulate the accounting
processes:journal entry, ledger posting and report generation. The generated test cases or
the CPN markings come from the application of the decision-table-based testing technique.
There are 232 test cases for simulating the CPN model, generated from the the ground-truth
data of a retail department store and mortgage loan system.

Before the use of the proposed CPN model in a class, we validated the CPN model
with the generated test cases. Behaviors of the model are exercised to guarantee that it frees
deadlock and corresponds to an actual accounting system. The experiments show that the
CPN model can be used as a material for the instruction of accounting systems, accounting
components, journal entries, and accounting transaction flows. The provided CPN model
is an alternative way to help learners who are studying accounting systems. Because the
simulating features of CPN tools may quite be difficult for beginners, our ongoing work is
directed towards building the CPN model running on web browsers, in line with[27], in
order to eliminate the drawbacks of the user interface and accessibility.
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